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ABSTRACT

It is found that for level schemes obtained

from a folded Yukawa potential, the Strutinsky smearing

procedure for the evaluation of the shell correction

to the total potential energy of nuclei does not lead

to a unique value for nuclear shapes near and beyond

the outer fission barrier deformations and consequently

introduces uncertainties in the relative fission barrier

heights.
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In the last few years numerous calculations of

nuclear deformation potential energy surfaces have been

carried out on the basis of the now well known macro-

scopic-microscopic approach developed by Strutirisky*1 ' ,

which have been recently reviewed in references (2-4).

In this approach, the total potential energy of the

nucleus i s assumed to consist of a major part which

varies smoothly with respect to nucleon number and

deformation, and a small residue called the shell

correction enargy term, whose value depends on the

local fluctuations in the single particle energy level

density near the Fermi level as calculated from a

given shell model energy level scheme* The nuclear

potential energy i s therefore obtained by calculating

the shell correction energy starting from a single

particle level sohem* for the relevant nuclear shape,

and then adding this energy to the smoothly varying

part calculated from a macroscopic model such ss

the liquid drop model. These calculations with

suitably extrapolated single particle level schemes

for deformed shapes, have led to the predicted exis-

tanoe of a secondary minima in the deformation potential
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energy for nuclei in the actinide region. These calcu-

lations have also predicted sizeable fission barriers

for nuclei in the superheavy tegion due to the

inclusion of shell correction energies.

Most of these calculations have been carried out

on the basis of Strutinsky smearing procedure^ }, for

the calculation of the shell correction energy. This

procedure involves the generation of a smooth single

particle level density g (€), from a discrete one:

A.

by the following relation;

Where \ is the smearing width, £ : are the

energy levels of the single particle spectra and

fp( 6- b\fy ) is a polynomial of degree p (even

only) which provides the cur/atture corrections.

Having obtained *g(6), the shell correction

is obtained by the following relation:
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(3)

where 'A* is the Fermi energy which is determined

by the hucleon number conservations

N - 1 9rtfc)*t (4)

and ' f t ' i s a suitable deformation parameter. In

order that this method gives a unique value of the

shell correction energy, i t ia required that the

shell corrections be independent of the values of

the non-physical parameters ^ and p ov«r a suitably

select ml range of values of these parameters; This

plateau condition has been shown to be satisfied for

values of \* around a value equal to the spacing

between the major shells with a sixth order correct-

ive polynomial for the cases of nuclear shapes in

the neighbourhood of ground state deformations

studied in detail by earlier workers* f / , and the

calculations of the potential energy in the past

have therefore assumed the fulfilment of this-

condition as a ganeral feature of the Strutinsky

prescription^5'. It has however been found taat
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in specific cases the above plateau condition i s

not satisfied^ ' ' . Brack and Pauli hava proposed

an alternate stationary condition in i t s place which

requires that the shell correction energy Tie evalua-

ted at a value of \ =• \ , such that

^ * * * « . ( 5 )

where &U is the shell correction energy.

The stationary condi tioa also demands the

stationarity with respect to the curvature correction

order p, so that

(6)

With these modifications the miucimum uncertainty

in the evaluated shell correction energy has been

reported to be around +0.3 Mev' K

We have carried out a detailed study of shell

corrections obtained by the Strutinsky method in

order to examine the uncertainties in the calculated

shell corrections for all the nuclear shapes relevant

for fission barrier calculations. The single particle
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level schemes used are those of Niz and co-workers' '

calculated for the folied-Yukawa potential for various

nuclear shapes represented V the symmetric deforma-

tion parameter "Yn and the mans-asymmetric parameter

•V," which are defined in ref.^8*. These level

scheaes in addition to the bound levels include

levels in the continuum upto 3ingle particle energies

of 18-19 MeV, the total number being one hundred and

forty six in the case cf protons and two hundred and

fifty in the case of neutrons* The numerical calcu-

lation of the shell correction energy was carried out

by the S rutinsky smearing method for values of\* in

the range of 2 to 20 MeV and for p » 4, 6 and 8.

The results of these calculations for the single

particle proton and neutron levels in Pu are

shown in Figs. 1 and 2 respectively for the various

nuclear shapes represented by the symmetric deforma-

tion parameter Y. Figs. 3 and 4 show the results

of calculations for the same values for the proton

and neutron levels corresponding to the outer

barrier deformation for various mass asymmetric

shapes «(,. . Also shown in the figures by vertical

lines are the values of the shell correction energy

corresponding to \* » 7 MeV and p « 6, which have
to)

been used earlier1 ' for the calculation of fission

barriers. The results of the present calculations

for V " 7 MeV and p • 6 are found to be in complete
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agreement with those of ref.v ; , providing a check

on our computer-programme.

It is seen from Figs. 1-4 that the plateau is

not fulfilled for several nuclear shapes in the

region of outer barrier deformation. It is to be

further noted that the stationary condition suggestad

by Brack et al^ ' also does not lead to a unique

value of the shell correction energy in most of

these cases. In the framework of the Strutinsky

procedure, neither the plateau condition nor the

stationary condition leads to a unique value of

the shell correction energy for the cases of

symmetric proton levels corresponding to Y = 0.22

to 0.30, symmetric neutron levels corresponding

to Y = 0.22 and Y = O.24-, for asymmetric proton

levels corresponding to o£ =» 0 to 0.20, aid for

asymmetric neutron levels corresponding to «£ =•• 0

to 0.40. In all these cases, the density of the

single particle levels near the Fermi level ic

significantly higher than the average, and there-

fore the failure of (both) the plateau condition

and the stationary condition to give a unique

value of the shell correction energy appears to

be related with this strong bunching of levels

near the Fermi level.
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V* have also carried out the above calcu-

lations for different nucleon numbers at a few

typical deformations near the symmetric seoond

barrier. Fig. 5 and 6 show these results for

the proton numbers Z - 84 to 102 and neutron

numbers H « 136 to 154 for the deformation characteri-

sed by Y • 0.24 and «l • 0. Figs. 7 and 8 show similar

results for the deformation characterised by Y • 0.26

and d. » 0. It is seen that the failure of the plateau

condition and the stationary condition is not limited

to the specific case of Q<PU f but is a general

feature for all nucleon numbers in this region.

It is seen that whenever the shell correction

is negative or near zero, the plateau criterion owa

be successfully applied and a unique value of the

shell oorrection can be obtained. However for large

positive shell corrections, the failure of both the

plateau condition and the stationary condition is

marked and no unique value of the shell corrects on

can be obtained. This feature is clearly evident

from Fig. 8, where with increasing nucleon numbers

the shell correction can be seen to slowly go over

to large positive values where the failure is

particularly marked.
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On the basis of these calculations, we

emphasize that for any quantitative calculations of

the fission barrier heights it is necessary to establish

the uncertainty in the shell corrections obtained by

the Strutinsky method fcr all relevant shapes. It is

further pointed out, that for the level scheme used

in this work, the height of the outer for mass-symmetric

nuclear shapes is not uniquely determined by the Strutinsky

smearing procedure, with the result that one cannot drav

definite conclusions regarding the relative heights of

the mass-symmetric and the mass asymmetric barriers at

the outer barrier shapes. These uncertainties may become

critical in any dynamic calculation involving the full

deformation potential energy surface.

We are grateful to Dr. J.R. Nix for providing

us the single particle levels used in this work and

for useful correspondence on this work.
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Jiig 1. Calculated shell corrections "6u." for protons in q . , ^ 4 as a
function of the smearing parameter ' Y ' an?, order of polynomial
• p ' . Hesults are shown for different values of the mass syr.netric
deformation parameter ' Y1 . The levels used are those generated by
Nix for a r ea l i s t i c folfied Yukawa potent ia l .



Pig,2 Calculated shell corrections " <JM." for neutrons in .Eta as a
function of the smearing parameter ' V ' ard order or polynomial
'p'. Results are shown fr~ different values of the mass symmetric
def anaation parameter "Y .



3. Calculates :.;hell corrections " Su*." for protons; in o ,̂Pu as
a function c± srp.--r.riiY; rarpjieter ' V1 f.nd oiv.cr ofJi5olynoniiEl
1 p? . r e; ulta rre shown for different mass as,-~x~jetric ccf orin-ticn

r

4. Calculated shsll corrections "<5w" far r.outrorio i r . Pn'
as r function of oue-rinj,' ;:cr:-'::ieter ' V1 nnd order'b'r
polynomial ' p1 . Results ai'o chovm for different ::i?.:.s
asymmetric deformation jjarranet-sr ' c< '̂ .

-40



PHOTONS

Pitr-5. Calculated shell corrections " <5u_ " '~s ̂  Emotion of sine:--.,: inj
pa:-a:ieter ' Y • ari:! order of poljTiaiial ' p1 , Kes'olts are shewn :' T
different proton Bunfcers at. the niac= sj-iietric deformation 'p
Y = 0.^4 =



NEUTRONS

Calculate*; shell corrections " <5w." as a function of smearing
parameter ' Y ' ar.ci order of polynomial ' p ' . Results are shown .for
different neutron numbers at the ;:asc syimstric u formation
paraTncoer Y = 0.24.



;r;.o7. Oslc.i'A.-'ted ':beli e orvections '' on. '' as & function of smearing p-a?-;.-
' y ! .:mrl order oi polynomial ! p' - Results are shown for dit.'fere:;
proton numbers at Y = 0.26.
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I.ig» 3 . Calculated shel l ooi-rections " Su. " as a function of soa r ing
parameter ' Y ' and order of polynomial ' p' . Results r re shoivn for
different neutron numbers a t Y = 0,26.


